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Frankenstein webquest answers

Having trouble viewing this page? Go to the diagnostic page to find out what's wrong. Use the links below to find resources for each task in this search. Each link contains useful websites, photos, videos, and more.         What is a monster?    Mission #1: Your task is to read and consider these definitions. Then type your definition of a monster based on what
you read and learn.     Definition of Samuel Johnson (first published of English in 1755) dictionary of online genetics (English science is a study of the origin of the word and history.)       Miriam Webster's Dictionary (Modern Dictionary) frankenstein in #2 media mission: using full sentences #2 #3.        (1) List of titles and dates (if possible) of five plays, a film, a
television show, or comic book versions of Frankenstein created after Chile published the original novel.         (2) He composes a short summary of four sentences (in your words) of the novel based on what you find.         (3) Write a short character description of four sentences of the beast and the world. Feel free to list any contradictions you find in different
versions.         My Hideous Offspring: Mary Shelley Frankenstein Internet Movie Database Pictures Pictures Pictures Of Mary Shelley's Life #3 Mission: Using Complete Sentences #2 - 5.        (1) Recording background biography about Mary Shelley.        (2) Who were her parents and what importance did they have in her life?        (3) Who was her husband
and why was he important?        (4) What led to Frankenstein's writing?         (5) How did her family and friends influence her writing and her career as a writer?        The Literature Research Network is the Romantic Science Circles Foundation in Victoria, England #4: research theories on the renewal (search for it) of life. Science is out there. How do scientists
view these concepts today?    * Note: Answers for 1-3 must be in your words - summarize!        * Note: Your answers to questions 1 and 2 should be four sentences.         (1) Identification and description of Luigi Galvani and his discoveries.         (2) Identify two examples of attempts to raise the dead that occurred during Chile's life.        (3) Identification and
definition of the following terms and persons: - Cornelius Agrippa - Paracelsus             - Albertus Magnus - Philosopher's Stone - Elixir of Life - The Frankenstein Story of Mary Shelley: Science, Science Fiction, or Biography?        Frankenstein Science Galvini's brutal Gothic horror mission #5: use the resources below to research the Gothic horror genre.       
 (1) List five types of character of the Gothic horror genre.         (2) List of three common settings of the Gothic horror genre.         (3) List of two common plots of Gothic horror stories.        (4) List of three elements of common Gothic horror genres.         (5) List of three major Gothic book genre.         The Gothic gothic novel experience gothic terminology Gothic
gothic literature myth of Prometheus is a #6 mission: (1) based on what you find, write a sentence summary 5 in your own words from the myth of Prometheus.                      (2) Write a five-sentence premise in your own words about why Mary Shelley thinks her novel Frankenstein: Modern Prometheus.         Prometheus Prometheus and Frankenstein
Mythicaa Encyclopedia
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